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The struggle for the liberty of the press is one of the most interesting features
of the various political developments and changes in progress in European countries.
Two great nations in Europe have abandoned the liberty of the press in its old senseItaly and Soviet Russia. In other countries, there are abundant suggestions of denial
of the absolute freedom of the press. These are brought about not only by changes
in political ideas, but in the structure of the press itself.
In countries such as Germany where the formation of public opinion is the chief
object of a large section of the press, the press naturally changes with the form of
the state and its politically dominant powers. Thus, it may be seen in Germany and
other European countries, the newspapers developed in democratically governed
states, as well as in the monarchies with liberal press laws, during the years 1800 to
1900, were not newspapers with a popular demand, and did not resemble to day's
newspapers with their extremely large circulation. On the contrary, they were
primarily, as appears from their numbers of circulation, meant for limited but politically influential circles. At the beginning they did not reach the man in the street.
The popular press developing later in France, approximately from the seventies
upwards, and in England and Germany from the eighties upwards, did not devote
themselves to political subjects at the beginning, but particularly they gave unpolitical
news service and paid special interest to large and vividly written family papers
for entertainment and pleasure. In this respect particularly the so-called "feuilleton"
according to the example of the French Press, was very effective for sale, and in
addition thereto the newspaper novel and all sorts of features. In spite thereof,
however, the American type of the popular press which is based on a vast development
of the news service, was not created and developed in Europe, especially in Germany.
It was due not only to the German mind, but perhaps to the mentality prevailing
in all European countries that this type of paper politicized became unavoidable and,
accordingly, the masses became far more interested in politics and split into parties
than, for example, it may be seen in the United States with theirtwo or three major
political parties. It is an interesting fact, for instance, that the lists of candidates
of not less than twenty-six parties, were admitted to the German elections to the
Reichstag in November 1932. The German newspapers need more than sixty different
determinations in order to explain their political attitudes.
At the same time, in public life difficulties are increasing on the part of the
government clearly to justify its political program in simple and persuasive phrases
before a public which is so vividly interested in politics and divided seriously,
fighting one against the other. It is simply the nature of things that there is absolutely
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no possibility to make popular the difficulties of modern administration. This situation therefore has led to an enormous predominance of bureaucracy in a number of
states. That is where the radical parties derive advantage, by writing in the clouds
quite simple, convincing and suggestive aims, being well aware that nobody will
request them practically to carry through such plans.
Now that is the result of the political doctrine, particularly of the Soviets but
also of Fascism, not to allow a representation democratically based merely on figures,
but to secure a democracy from below by the Councils (Soviets) or, as with Fascism,
by introducing professional estates. The representation thus is not effectuated by
vote but by the influence of the individual within his professional work and his
affiliation arising therefrom, that is by his own actual knowledge and judgment.
Naturally such ideas have led to vital changes in the principles of press legislation.
The ancient form expressed in the spirit of the American Constitution or in the
famous sentence of the French National Assembly of 1789, "Tout citoyen peut done
parler, ecrire et imprimer librement" had to be changed fundamentally.
This was done energetically in Soviet Russia. Already the ideas of Lenin
concerning state law, leave no space for the liberty of the press in the old sense, but
only for a press operating no more as the instrument of free opinion but of Soviet
policy and for loyal education to be well effected to communistic ideas. Very early
the Soviets began to nationalize the advertisement business, thus breaking the backbone of the press with bourgeois character. Recently the Russian scientist in the
newspaper field, Mr. W. Kusmitschew (Collection "Problems on Newspaper Research" Moscow 1930: "Problemy Gasetowedenija "), phrased the term of the news
very clearly as follows:
"All gossiping concerning 'objective and complete report' is liberal
humbug. The functions of newspaper service do not consist in trading with
news but in educating the vast masses of the working people in their
organization under the sole leadership of the party for quite distinct purposes. This aim is not reached by objective reports concerning events.
Liberty, neutrality of the press-are fictions! ....... . . . . The news service is a means of the struggle of classes and no mirror 'objectively' to reproduce events. With us, however, the news service is managed by the
most advanced party in the world. That guarantees the actually objective,
scientific valuation of facts."
The Russian standpoint can hardly be expressed more clearly.· On this basis Russian
newspaper life has strongly been developed. Often the figures of circulation multiplied
enormously, this being obviously caused by the fact of large parts of the Russian
people and nearly of all Asiatic Russia only now being brought to a planful school
education. Nevertheless, even the communistic leaders in Soviet Russia could not
do without the connection with their readers; they needed co-operation from below
in order to guarantee reciprocity between the management of the newspapers and the
r~aders. As is known, they created the system of "Worker and peasant correspon-
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dents ". According to reliable information, Soviet Russia had more than II5,000
workers and 192,000 peasant correspondents in 1927. Thus reports are given to the
newspaper from below from the direct process of work and of life; occasionally serious
criticism is made, but any reform made on behalf of the state is published for propagandistic effect. Certain kinds of reporting, in particular concerning the "Five Years
Plan", were magnified to very impressive effects by such methods. In none of such
works, however, is the propagandistic element left aside. It also dominates in all
reports of facts. Attempts of the "worker and peasant correspondents" to express ·
their independent opinions and give their own judgments, were made futile by strictly
restricting the correspondence to the desires of the party. In Russia, there are no
independent newspapers, i. e., newspapers of individual and uninfluenced political
attitude. The great system of state journalism has led to a constructed public opinion
having no other intention than to serve the idea of communistic leadership and to
combine the news service and the winning of opinion in its frame.
It is somewhat strange to note that the most violent enemy of communism,
Fascism, in its part has also completely relinquished the liberty of the press in its
oid sense:"" It is well known that Mussolini himself comes from journalistic work.
When he left the socialistic AVANTI in 1914, he created a new form of a political
fighting paper by his POPOLO D'ITALIA. Whereas, before them, as described, the
popular press, though having been politicized -but not in an exaggerated fighting
sense, Mussolini tried to create his new paper by the methods of mass propaganda
in particular by an unhampered appeal to "human interest" but exclusively in the
service of his political ideas. Thus a new type of newspaper was developed which is
generally called "drumming", today. It does not care for the impartiality and completeness of the news service. The latter is dominated by nothing else than its aim
to catch public opinion, using its strongest means. Such papers have been properly
called "pamphlets published periodically". After having gained power, Mussolini
systematically proceeded against the non-fascistic press, either by prohibiting the
papers or by buying the majority of their shares by economic methods. The principled ideas of Fascism concerni~g the press have perhaps best been expressed in an
enthusiastic speech made by the leader of the Syndicate of Fascist journalists, Mr.
Amicucci, containing the following important sentences.
"We are creating a national press operating within the frame of the
state and naturally subjecting its activities to the supervision and the sanctions of the state; a Fascist press being the political instrument of the
government; a ready, sure and terrible weapon of Fascistic revolution."
The way in which this task was carried through is very interesting and politically
instructive. The old Albertine press law existing before and decreeing the liberty
of the press "within the scope of the general laws ", remained in force, but new laws
and ordinances were enacted, with the intention to completely place the press under
the influence of the State. Primarily for this purpose, the obligation of obtaining a
license for the newspapers, as well as for the managers thereof, was introduced. The
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manager of the newspaper is confirmed by the prefect and may be recalled from his
office. Furthermore, any journalist writing at all, whether as a professional, a young
beginner, or as a non-professional writer has to be registered in the professional rank
list of journalists. The registration is made only on account of a certificate of "good
political conduct" to be executed by the prefect i. e., the political officia1. The
practical consequence of this system is that nobody may write without having a
license; and as only such person is granted a license whose political views are known,
there practically exists no longer any opposition in Italy, or at least, it is unable to
express its opinion. Controversies on local affairs did remain; yet great political
polemics, and thus the formation of political opinions have disappeared. The official
information dictates very strongly, and often cause the papers to be of the same tenor
in setting forth their views. Likewise, it may be observed that often the whole
press is silent, as by word of command, with respect to important political subjects.
It is not easy to pass judgment on these things and their further development
from a newspaper scientific point of view. Developments are too new, clearly to be
recognir;ed in their consequences already. At any rate, it may be said, q,n account
of the existing experiences, that under such systematic practice of a Fascist state
of journalism, there are other forms of a free formation of public opinions starting
to be developed by the people themselves. The rumor floating from mouth to mouth,
for instance, enjoys a circulation hardly to be imagined if the press were free. Above
all, the formation of public opinions has pushed its way by the political anecdote
and the political joke. Such things are increasing so seriously that they were violently
opposed by the Fascist party recently. In a public declaration, the following was
demanded: "It is the duty of everybody who hears political jokes and rumors, to
denounce the person who sets them afloat. Such persons may expect to be punished
for the public offense by the Prime Minister." Finally, it must be pointed out that
the Italians have rendered valuable work for newspaper men with respect to the
social part by broad minded social measures to the benefit of the press (such as insurance of the sick, invalids, and old people). More attention is also paid to the training
of the journalist. Recently, a "Scuola di Giornalismo" was established in Rome
for preparatory training and supplementary education.
It is no wonder that the examples developed in these two large countries,
highly inspire similar party tendencies in the other European countries. The Italian
as well as the Russian examples are thus discussed everywhere in the various countries
by such circles, of communistic as well as of radical nationalistic groups. In Germany,
kindred ideas have already been embodied in party programs. The program of the
National-Socialist German Labor Party (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei), for instance, contains the following sentence: "Newspapers infringing public
interest shall be prohibited." A liberty of the press based on the very vague and very
flexible term of "public interests" can never be a liberty of the press in the old sense,
permitting even strongest opposition and free news service. The leader of the
National-Socialist party, Hitler, in his book "My Struggle" ("Mein Kampf'), says:
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"The Press is an instrument for the education of the people which the
State has to secure for itself with reckless energy, in order to place the
same at the services of the State and the Nation."
These phrases clearly express the renunciation to the liberty of the press in its old
sense. The newspapers being published by the National-Socialist party in Germany
today are inspired by an enormous fighting mood. They are typical "drumming
papers" in the old sense. An American examining such papers, will be surprised to
note that the special characteristic of his press, that is comprehensive and universal
information, does not exist in these papers. All the news service is dominated by the
will to catch people for the National-Socialist doctrine. The entertaining and instructive parts also serve the propaganda intentions for National-Socialist ideas clearly
and distinctly. Beyond that, the movement fights against the bourgeois press with
all means. On a large scale, they organize, for instance, the boycott of the readers as
well as of the advertisement customers against the newspapers if they do not obey
the National-Socialist ideas. Very recently the appeal for such boycott action started
by the leader of the Berlin group of the National-Socialistic party, led to a procedure
in the court. The result was that the National-Socialists were prohibited from making
appeals for boycott in such manner. In this connection, a resolution is very interesting
which was passed by the National Publishers Association CVerein Deutsche
Zeitungsverleger") at its meeting in the beginning of October 1932, and part of which
runs as follows:
"Continuously the Association is being informed of attempts to
prescribe dictatorially to vast circles of population the newspaper they have
to read, or to forbid papers they are not allowed to read, unless they wish
to run the risk of professional disgrace and economic boycott ......... .
Legal power must be raised against such methods of terrorism, and combined and strong conviction should oppose any violence to liberty of the
mind on the part of those who are not willing to allow free expression of
opinion to be oppressed, and economic life to be severely damaged in
Germany."
This survey of the changes in the principles concerning the liberty of the press
is an instructive example for the general inner changes of political life as a whole. It
will be very interesting to look forward to the near future when it will appear which
one of the principles will win, whether the liberty of the press will be guaranteed
by new forms in such a manner that liberty of opinion will not be injured and free
course will be allowed for the large oscillation of the pendulum of public and private
thought, or whether the freedom of the press becomes a myth.
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